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CLOSING THE SNAP REMOVAL LOOPHOLE

Valerie M. Nannery*

Abstract

Under recent statutes and Supreme Court precedent, plaintiffs’ ability to hale corporate defendants into state courts for claims that are widespread is limited. Yet, even when a state court has personal jurisdiction over corporate defendants, and the federal removal statute would not typically permit removal to federal court, defendants can (and do) evade state court jurisdiction and state law by employing a procedural tactic called “snap removal.” A snap removal occurs when defendants exploit a loophole in federal law by removing a diversity case involving at least one forum defendant before any defendant has been served—a tactic enabled by electronic filing of complaints.

Until now, the question about how the removal statute’s “forum defendant rule” should properly be interpreted has not had the benefit of the view from the federal courts. This Article presents the first examination of what is actually happening in the federal courts in snap removal cases, and demonstrates how snap removals undermine state law, add delay to civil litigation, and result in the arbitrary consolidation of some cases in federal court, including in multi-district litigation proceedings. Ultimately, empirical data support
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the argument that the removal statute should be amended to close the snap removal loophole.
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INTRODUCTION

Here’s what should be an easy civil procedure hypothetical: A resident of Washington State is involved in a serious car crash while visiting California. The other driver is a Californian who, it turns out, is driving a company car with faulty brakes. Our plaintiff, the Washington driver, files suit in California state court, naming three defendants: the California driver, his employer (incorporated in Delaware but based in California), and the car manufacturer (incorporated and based in Michigan). May the defendants remove the case to federal court?

The removal statute suggests the answer is no. Even though there is complete diversity of citizenship,¹ and the amount in controversy is inarguably above $75,000,² the “forum defendant rule” of the federal removal statute should prevent the defendants from removing to federal court because the driver and his employer are citizens of California.³ Yet, within a few hours after the complaint is filed, and before any defendant has been served, the lone out-of-state defendant—the vehicle manufacturer—files a notice of removal in the federal district court,⁴

---

¹ The Supreme Court has long required complete diversity of the parties, i.e., no plaintiff may be a citizen of the same state as any defendant, to satisfy federal diversity jurisdiction. Strawbridge v. Curtiss, 7 U.S. (3 Cranch) 267, 267 (1806). A proposal to require only minimal diversity was introduced in the 115th Congress. See H.R. 3487, 115th Congress (2017).

² The district courts have original jurisdiction of all civil actions where the matter in controversy exceeds the sum or value of $75,000, and is between citizens of different States. 28 U.S.C. § 1332(a).

³ See 28 U.S.C. § 1441(b)(2): A civil action otherwise removable solely on the basis of diversity jurisdiction “may not be removed if any of the parties in interest properly joined and served as defendants is a citizen of the State in which such action is brought.” See also Lincoln Prop. Co. v. Roche, 546 U.S. 81, 84 (2005) (“Defendants may remove an action on the basis of diversity of citizenship if there is complete diversity between all named plaintiffs and all named defendants, and no defendant is a citizen of the forum state.”).

⁴ “Except as otherwise expressly provided by Act of Congress, any civil action brought in a State court of which the district courts of the United States have original jurisdiction, may be removed by the defendant or the defendants.” 28 U.S.C. § 1441(a); see also 28 U.S.C. § 1446.
asserting diversity jurisdiction. The manufacturer simultaneously files an answer to the complaint in federal court, preventing the plaintiff from voluntarily dismissing the case without a court order. In a snap, the state court is divested of jurisdiction, and our plaintiff has lost the opportunity to try his case in what he perceived to be a more favorable state forum.

But wait, there’s more: Assume the faulty brakes were caused by a manufacturing defect that has prompted a number of lawsuits. Then, the car manufacturer can also notify the Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation (“JPML”) that the case is a “potential tag-along action” that should be transferred to a multidistrict litigation proceeding (“MDL”), and file a motion to stay the proceedings in the district court where the case was removed pending transfer to the MDL. The MDL could be lodged in any federal district court in the country. In the MDL, most pre-trial discovery will be handled by other plaintiffs’ attorneys who will receive a portion of any settlement or judgment our plaintiff is awarded. His case could sit in the MDL court for years, with no movement on his individual case, and no ruling on his motion to remand to state court.

What happened? The manufacturer defendant in this case used a forum-shopping strategy called “snap removal” to move a properly

5. Although 28 U.S.C. § 1446(a) requires unanimous consent of all defendants to the removal, it only requires consent of “defendants who have been properly joined and served.” (emphasis added).


11. See In re Air Crash Disaster at Florida Everglades on December 29, 1972, 549 F.2d 1006 (5th Cir. 1977); In re Diet Drugs, 582 F.3d 524, 547 (3d Cir. 2009).


I use the term “snap removal” to refer to removal before service on any defendant in a diversity case. While some publications refer to this practice as “pre-service” removal, e.g., Matthew Curry, Note, Plaintiff’s Motion to Remand Denied: Arguing for Pre-Service Removal under the Plain Language of the Forum-Defendant Rule, 58 Clev. St. L. Rev. 907 (2010), the term “pre-service” removal is imprecise because it is often used to describe cases in which the out-of-state defendant is served, but the forum defendant is not, and the forum defendant rule does not apply to bar removal of a diversity case. See id. at 912 n.98 (citing Copley v. Wyeth, Inc., No. 09-722, 2009 WL 1089663 (E.D. Pa. Apr. 22, 2009), Test Drilling Serv. Co. v. Hanor Co., 322 F. Supp. 2d 953 (C.D. Ill. 2003), In re Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc., 184 F. Supp. 2d 826 (S.D. Ind. 2002), and Ott v. Consol. Freightways Corp. of Del., 213 F. Supp. 2d 662 (S.D. Miss. 2002)).
filed state court action to a federal forum of the defendants’ choosing. Latching on to language that was added to the removal statute in 1948 to prevent plaintiffs from improperly blocking the removal of diversity cases, defendants argue that removal is proper despite the presence of properly joined forum defendants because there is complete diversity and no forum defendant was “properly joined and served” at the time of removal. Defendants thus turn a limitation on the removal of diversity cases into a loophole to defeat that limitation—a loophole that works only if the defendant wins the race to remove faster than the plaintiff can serve the forum defendant.

The snap removal strategy has been used by defendants for more than twenty years, but its use increased substantially with the advent of electronic case filing systems, which allow defendants to easily monitor cases filed against them. District courts across the country have reached conflicting decisions on the propriety of the snap removal tactic, and different judges in the same district court have come to opposite conclusions. The issue evaded appellate review for more than a decade, and in that time only one court of appeals addressed it.

Little academic attention has been paid to this tactic, and it has largely focused on the arguments in favor of or objecting to snap removal. Whatever merit any of the arguments have, no one has examined the phenomenon from an empirical perspective: how widespread the practice is, in what types of cases is it used, how long these cases remain in federal court, and how are they finally resolved. This Article attempts that missing examination by looking at case-level data for snap removals over a three-year period to provide richer information about the effect of the snap removal tactic on the administration of justice. Ultimately, this information supports the argument that changes are needed to prevent the waste of judicial resources.

13. See infra Part I.
14. See infra Part II.A.
resources on dilatory procedural tactics.

Part I of this Article briefly explores the text, history and purpose of the forum defendant rule. Part II describes the snap removal phenomenon, looks at how the district courts have addressed the arguments and arrived at different answers, explains why the issue evaded appellate review for so long, and why the issue will continue to evade appellate review in other circuits. Part III explains what types of data were gathered, and how those data were gathered. Part IV then analyzes the data, and examines the effect of snap removal on the federal courts. Finally, Part V argues that the data support calls to amend the Judicial Code, and suggests tailored approaches to address the unique challenges presented by snap removals, and close the snap removal loophole.

I. A SHORT HISTORY OF THE STATUTORY RIGHT TO REMOVE DIVERSITY CASES FROM STATE COURTS

Federal courts are courts of limited jurisdiction, having subject matter jurisdiction only over matters authorized by the Constitution and Congress, while state courts are courts of general jurisdiction. In a case where state and federal courts have concurrent jurisdiction, the plaintiff may choose the forum where the case will be litigated. The Supreme Court has long held that the plaintiff is the “master of the complaint,” and can avoid federal court by not invoking federal law or federal diversity jurisdiction.

While the plaintiff has the right to select a state court of competent jurisdiction, federal law has always provided the defendant the statutory right to remove from state court to federal court cases that originally could have been filed in federal court, including cases between citizens of different states. The removal right is entirely statutory.

Although the right of removal is as old as the federal judiciary itself,
it has always been limited.\textsuperscript{26} One important limitation on the right to remove in diversity cases is what has come to be known as the “forum defendant rule”—a defendant cannot remove a case to federal court on the basis of diversity jurisdiction if the defendant is sued in its home state.\textsuperscript{27} The forum defendant rule has limited the statutory right of removal in diversity cases since the beginning of the federal Judicial Code.\textsuperscript{28}

The common justification for this limitation is linked to a common justification for diversity jurisdiction itself. If diversity jurisdiction serves to protect out-of-state parties from the perceived prejudices against them in state courts,\textsuperscript{29} then the right to remove cases based on diversity jurisdiction should only apply when an out-of-state party finds itself involuntarily subject to another state’s judicial power.\textsuperscript{30} The need for protection from potential local bias is absent when a defendant is a citizen of the state in which the case is brought.\textsuperscript{31} Thus, diversity jurisdiction could be invoked to remove a case from state court to federal court only if the plaintiff was a resident of the forum state and the defendant was not.\textsuperscript{32} Forum defendants had no statutory right to remove a diversity case at all.

This limitation on removal in diversity cases preserves the authority of the states to regulate their own citizens, and ensure that their citizens are held to account when they violate the law. The removal of civil cases to federal court “infringes state sovereignty.”\textsuperscript{33} It deprives state courts of actions properly before them, and raises significant federalism

\textsuperscript{26} Supra note 24.

\textsuperscript{27} Supra note 3; Martin v. Snyder, 148 U.S. 663 (1893).

\textsuperscript{28} See supra note 24.

\textsuperscript{29} Alexander Hamilton, The Federalist No. 80, in THE FEDERALIST PAPERS 404-5 (Buccaneer Books, 1992) (justifying federal jurisdiction in diversity cases because federal courts have no local attachments and “will be likely to be impartial between the different States and their citizens.”); Lumbermen’s Mut. Cas. Co. v. Elbert, 348 U.S. 48, 54 (1954) (Frankfurter, J., concurring); Bank of the United States v. Deveaux, 9 U.S. 61, 87 (1809); S. Rep. No. 1830, 85th Cong., 2d Sess., reprinted in 1958 U.S. Code Cong. & Admin. News 3099, 3102 (explaining the “purpose of diversity of citizenship legislation . . . is to provide a separate forum for out-of-state citizens against the prejudices of local courts and local juries by making available to them the benefits and safeguards of the federal courts”); McSparran v. Weist, 402 F.2d 867, 876 (3d Cir. 1968); see also 14B FEDERAL PRACTICE & PROCEDURE §§ 3601, 3721; Burbank, supra note 7 at 1460-66.

\textsuperscript{30} See, e.g., Dresser Indus., Inc. v. Underwriters at Lloyd's of London, 106 F.3d 494, 499 (3d Cir. 1997) (“If diversity jurisdiction exists because of a fear that the state tribunal would be prejudiced towards the out-of-state plaintiff or defendant, that concern is understandably allayed when the party is joined with a citizen from the forum state.”); Browne v. Hartford Fire Ins. Co., 168 F. Supp. 796, 797 (N.D. Ill. 1959).

\textsuperscript{31} ERWIN CHEMERINSKY, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, § 5.5, at 345 (4th ed. 2003)

\textsuperscript{32} Supra note 24.

\textsuperscript{33} Doe v. Allied-Signal, Inc., 985 F.2d 908, 911 (7th Cir. 1993)
concerns. The power reserved to the states under the Constitution to provide for the determination of controversies in their courts, may be restricted only by the action of Congress in conformity to the Judiciary Articles of the Constitution. “Due regard for the rightful independence of state governments, which should actuate federal courts, requires that they scrupulously confine their own jurisdiction to the precise limits which the statute has defined.”

Concerns about federalism and comity have led courts to place the burden on the party seeking removal to establish its entitlement to a federal forum. Courts strictly construe the removal statute and resolve all doubts in favor of remanding the case to state court.

In 1948, Congress amended the removal statute, and rewrote the forum defendant rule. Under the new iteration of the rule, a defendant could remove a diversity case “only if none of the parties in interest properly joined and served as defendants is a citizen of the State in which such action is brought.” As scholars and judges have noted, the legislative history of the removal statute does not reveal the purpose of this language, but historical context makes its purpose evident: “The purpose behind the addition of that language seems fairly clear—to bring into the statute the ‘fraudulent joinder’ doctrine and to restrict other tactics, like failing to serve a properly joined in-state defendant, which might otherwise be used to prevent removals which Congress had authorized.”

35. Shamrock Oil & Gas Corp. v. Sheets, 313 U.S. 100, 108-09 (1941) (quoting Healy v. Ratta, 292 U.S. 263, 270 (1934)).
37. Gasch, 491 F.3d at 281-82; Doe, 985 F.2d at 911; Harris v. Bankers Life & Casualty Co., 425 F.3d 689, 698 (9th Cir. 2005); Long v. Bando Mfg. of Am., Inc., 201 F.3d 754, 757 (6th Cir. 2000).
38. 28 U.S.C. § 1441(b) (1948) (emphasis added).
This language carries forward the statutory limitation on the right to remove cases that could have originally been filed in federal court, while at the same time discouraging removal-blocking tactics by plaintiffs. Courts have interpreted the forum defendant rule as a measure intended to prevent gamesmanship by plaintiffs who name a forum defendant they do not intend to prosecute, and do not even serve.41

Even after the “properly joined and served” language was added in 1948, it was highly unlikely that a diversity case involving a forum defendant would be removed for two reasons: (1) the defendant usually learned of the suit by service of process; and (2) there was a two-step removal process whereby the petition for removal did not automatically mean that the case was removed; rather, a district court could deny a petition for removal based on a defect in the removal.42

The “properly joined and served” language remains in § 1441(b)(2), even after the statute was amended in 2011. The removal statute now states that a diversity case “may not be removed if any of the parties in interest properly joined and served as defendants is a citizen of the State in which such action is brought.”43 The amended statute simply restates the forum defendant rule in positive rather than negative terms.44 There is no evidence in the legislative history of the 2011 amendment that Congress was concerned with the interpretation of the word “none,” or that Congress intended to preserve or override any practice under or interpretation of the forum defendant rule by leaving the remainder of the provision intact.45

1948, the Supreme Court had held that the defendant’s “right of removal cannot be defeated by a fraudulent joinder of a resident defendant having no real connection with the controversy,” carving out an exception to the rule prohibiting removal of cases involving forum defendants. See Wilson v. Republic Iron & Steel Co., 257 U.S. 92, 97 (1921); Chesapeake & O. R. Co. v. Cockrell, 232 U.S. 146 (1914).


44 See H.R. Rep. No. 112–10, at 12 (stating that the revisions to 1441(b) simply “restates the substance of the . . . current subsection.”).

45 See id. Instead, the legislative history of the Federal Courts Jurisdiction and Venue Clarification Act of 2011 (“JVCA”) shows that Congress was focused on addressing other problems in the Act; see, e.g., id. at 8-10 (noting that the Act was aimed at resolving divisions of authority on questions of corporate citizenship); id. at 13-14 (addressing split in authority regarding time for removal in multiple-defendant cases); id. at 15-16 (addressing the split in authority regarding the burden of showing that the amount in controversy is satisfied in cases removed based on diversity).
II. REMOVING IN A SNAP: TURNING A LIMITATION INTO A LOOPTHOLE

Nearly fifty years after the “properly joined and served” language was added to the removal statute, three defendants attempted to skirt the limitation on removal of cases involving in-state defendants by removing a diversity case from state court to federal court before they or the forum defendant was served. In 1997, a Nevada company called Recognition Communications, Inc. filed suit in Dallas, Texas, asserting a variety of contract claims against four defendants, including one Texas defendant. Instead of immediately serving the defendants, the plaintiff sent courtesy copies of the complaint to each defendant with a letter explaining that service of process was being withheld in anticipation of a quick and inexpensive resolution of the matter. Fifteen days later, before any defendant was served, the three out-of-state defendants removed the case to the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Texas. This was the first reported instance of the use of the snap removal device.

The defendants argued that removal was proper because the requirements for diversity jurisdiction were met, and the only forum defendant was not “properly joined and served” at the time of removal. Although this argument did not work in Recognition Communications, defendants in hundreds of other cases have since argued that removal before service in a diversity case involving a forum defendant is not prohibited by the forum defendant rule, and several district court judges and one court of appeals have agreed.

---

47. Id.
48. Id.
49. Recognition Communications, Inc., 1998 WL 119528, at *2. The removing defendants also argued that the forum defendant was fraudulently joined. Id. at *4.
A. Making the Case for Snap Removal

Defendants rely on two lines of cases and a “plain language” argument to make their case for snap removal. For years, many courts have interpreted the removal statute to permit removal by an out-of-state defendant that had been served (or that had waived service or otherwise made itself subject to the jurisdiction of the state court) despite the presence of a properly joined forum defendant, as long as complete diversity existed, and the forum defendant was not served before the case was removed.51 This line of cases finds support in the text and purpose of the removal statute. An additional line of cases holds that while a defendant has thirty days after service to remove a case within the original jurisdiction of the federal courts,52 service is not a mandatory prerequisite to removal—a defendant may remove an otherwise removable civil action before being served.53 This is partially based on the text of 28 U.S.C. § 1446(b), which provides that removal is proper within thirty days of a defendant's receipt, “through service or otherwise,” of the relevant pleading or other document.54 Defendants argue that these lines of cases support a “plain language” interpretation of 28 U.S.C. § 1441(b)(2) that allows a defendant to remove a diversity case before it or any other defendant is served, despite the presence of a properly joined forum defendant, because removal is only precluded when a forum defendant is both joined and served at the time of removal.55


52. 28 U.S.C. § 1446(b)(1); Murphy Bros., Inc., 526 U.S. at 344.


54. 28 U.S.C. § 1446(b) (emphasis added). This focus on the receipt of the complaint outside of the context of service is a strict interpretation of the language “or otherwise” without the context or purpose of those words, as discussed by the Supreme Court in Murphy Brothers. See Murphy Bros., Inc., 526 U.S. at 344. Defendants assert that while the Supreme Court in Murphy Brothers decided the outer time limit for removal, it did not hold that service was a prerequisite to removal.

B. A Deep Conflict Develops in the District Courts

The first few courts to address this argument rejected it. In Recognition Communications, the court wrote that while the defendants’ argument was “interesting,” the court disagreed with it. The court reasoned that when no defendant has been served, all defendants have the same status, so there was no reason to ignore the citizenship of a forum defendant when assessing whether removal was proper. Four years later, the U.S. District Court for the District of Maryland also rejected defendants’ “plain language” argument, ruling that a motion to remand should not be denied based on the fact that an out-of-state defendant “cleverly” and “quickly” removed before service on any defendant. A few years later, the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Illinois rejected an out-of-state defendant’s attempt to remove less than two weeks after the complaint was filed, and the day after the plaintiff asked the defendant to waive service.

The Holmstrom court recognized the tension between its decision and the literal meaning of the text of the removal statute, but asserted

[t]he “joined and served” requirement makes sense . . . when one defendant has been served but the named forum defendant has not . . . . When no defendant has been served, however, the non-forum defendant stands on equal footing as the forum defendant . . . . Once served, a defendant may immediately remove an otherwise removable case without regard to the unserved forum defendant, but the protection afforded by the “joined and served” requirement is wholly unnecessary for an unserved non-forum defendant.

Then the tide turned. Beginning in 2006, several judges adopted the interpretation of § 1441(b)(2) asserted by defendants, and denied plaintiffs’ motions to remand their cases to state courts. The U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Illinois adopted the defendants’ argument completely in Massey v. Cassens & Sons, Inc. The court respectfully disagreed with the reasoning of the Holmstrom and Recognition Communications decisions, saying that “the likely policy underlying the ‘joined-and-served’ requirement” did not override the clear and unambiguous language of 28 U.S.C. § 1441(b)—“where

58. Oxendine, 236 F. Supp. 2d at 524.
60. Id. at *2.
complete diversity is present—as it is in this case—only the presence of a ‘joined-and-served’ resident defendant defeats removal.”

One week later, without referencing the recent decision in Massey, the District of New Jersey also denied a motion to remand in a snap removal case, writing that the decision in Holmstrom “does not adhere to the literal language of the statute” which is “unambiguous.”

The following year, three more judges in the District of New Jersey agreed, as did two judges in the Northern District of California, and one judge in the Eastern District of Missouri.

The reasoning of these judges in favor of permitting snap removal and denying remand is uniform—the language of § 1441(b)(2) is unambiguous and does not preclude removal of diversity cases against at least one forum defendant when no defendant was served at the time of removal, even if forum defendants were properly joined in the action.

This rationale extended to snap removals by forum defendants themselves, who were permitted to remove diversity cases as long as they removed before they were served. These judges rejected policy arguments in support of motions to remand, reasoning that the policy arguments are not enough to surmount the plain language of the statute. These courts also dismissed arguments by plaintiffs that the “joined and served” language must be read in the context of the rest of the removal statute, and the Supreme Court’s decision in Murphy.
Brothers, which both indicate that the statute does not permit removal before service. Arguments that snap removal is improper because it violates the requirement that all defendants join in or consent to the removal have also been rejected because only properly served defendants are required to join in or consent to the removal. Similarly, service of the forum defendant after removal has been ruled insufficient to defeat removal because the defendant’s right to remove the case is determined at the time of removal.

Suddenly, cases involving forum defendants, that before 2006 were considered non-removable, were being removed by both in-state and out-of-state defendants who received courtesy copies of a complaint along with a request to waive service, or who monitored state court online dockets to find any case naming them as defendants. Decisions that permit the use of the snap removal device, and the publicity given to these decisions by an active corporate defense bar, appear to have fueled the race to remove diversity cases before service on any defendants.

Not all district court judges were persuaded by defendants “plain language” argument. As snap removals became more widespread, a wide and deep conflict developed in the district courts.

Several courts rejected snap removal by forum defendants. In 2007, one judge in the District of New Jersey refused to adopt the defendants’ arguments and declined to follow the decisions by other judges’ in his

70. See 28 U.S.C. § 1446(b)(2)(A); Massey, supra note 61, at *1 n.3.
71. Vitatoe, 2008 WL 3540462, at *6

https://scholarship.law.uc.edu/uclr/vol86/iss2/3
district in similar cases. This judge broke ranks with other judges on the same court, and held that the forum defendant is subject to the restrictions of § 1441(b) regardless of whether it had been properly served at the time of removal. He reasoned that a reading of the statute that would permit a forum defendant to remove before it is served would run counter to the purpose of diversity jurisdiction—to avoid possible prejudice to an out-of-state defendant—and frustrate the policy underlying the forum defendant rule. He rejected a “plain language” reading of the statute that would allow removal of a diversity case by a forum defendant because that reading would encourage gamesmanship by defendants, which would be an absurd result that was not intended by Congress.

Other judges in the District of New Jersey later granted motions to remand in cases snap removed by forum defendants. Several judges in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania likewise rejected snap removals by forum defendants. In addition to rejecting snap removal by forum defendants as contrary to Congressional intent, it was also rejected as violating the language of the statute when the only defendant in the case is a forum defendant. For example, in Allen v. GlaxoSmithKline PLC, the court reasoned that the “joined and served” language can only apply when there are multiple, named defendants. In the Northern District of Oklahoma, the judge in In re Jean B. McGill Revocable Living Trust held that the plain language of § 1441(b) conditions removal on some defendant having been served. Judges in the Southern District of Florida, the Northern District of Georgia, the Northern District of Ohio, and the Central District of California agreed that the forum

77. Id.
84. Dominguez v. Acrux Staffing, No. 1:11-cv- 2443, 2011 WL 6326538 (N.D. Ohio Dec. 15,
defendant rule bars pre-service removal by a forum defendant.

Many judges rejected snap removals by out-of-state defendants, as well. These courts sometimes reached the same result by different means. Many courts adopted the reasoning used by the courts rejecting snap removals by forum defendants—allowing a defendant to remove a case before any defendant, including a forum defendant, is served would contravene Congressional intent and the purposes of diversity jurisdiction and the forum defendant rule. Some courts followed the reasoning of the court in Holmstrom—that when no defendant has been served, the citizenship of all defendants must be considered in determining whether removal was proper, and the presence of a forum defendant violates the forum defendant rule. Other courts employed an “improper joinder” or “fraudulent joinder” analysis to assess whether the plaintiff has a possible claim against the forum defendant. Some courts have read the plain language of the forum defendant rule to require that at least one defendant has been served before the case can be removed.

C. No End in Sight

Although the Third Circuit recently resolved the long-standing conflict in the district courts of Delaware, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania, the issue remains unresolved throughout the rest of the country. Because it is the only appellate authority on the issue, the Third Circuit’s recent decision approving of the practice will likely fuel more snap removals in a wide variety of cases both within the Third Circuit and across the country. Just as it took the Third Circuit more
than a decade to resolve this issue, the issue will likely continue to evade appellate review in other circuits.

Appellate review of the issue is exceedingly difficult to obtain because orders granting remand are not appealable, while orders denying remand are subject to the final judgment rule, and therefore not immediately appealable. An order denying a motion to remand may be eligible for discretionary interlocutory appeal under 28 U.S.C. § 1292(b), but the statute requires both that the district court certify that the statutory requirements of § 1292 are met, and that the appellate court exercise its own discretion to accept the appeal. This makes interlocutory review of remand denials difficult to obtain. The case law reveals only one snap removal case that was certified for interlocutory review of the order denying remand, and the parties in that case settled before the court of appeals heard argument on the merits.

Leaving review of the order denying remand until after a final judgment virtually ensures that the issue will evade appellate review. Most cases will settle or be dismissed before judgment, so there will be no final judgment to appeal. If a plaintiff is awarded judgment in district court, there is no reason to appeal the denial of remand. If judgment is granted to defendants, a plaintiff must assess whether to spend even more time and resources to ask a court of appeals to allow the case to start over in state court where the plaintiff will have to expend more time and resources in hopes of obtaining a better result there. Even if the plaintiffs do appeal the issue after final judgment, it is unlikely that an appellate court will vacate final judgment in a case where the district court would have had original jurisdiction of the case had it been filed in that court. Despite the objections of the plaintiff, an appellate court probably will not vacate a judgment based on a procedural error that is not jurisdictional so that the parties can relitigate the merits in state court. Once a case is tried, “

91. The issue was first presented to the Third Circuit in 2003, see In re Diet Drugs (Phentermine/Fenfluramine/Dexfenfluramine) Products Liability Litigation, 93 F. App’x 345 (3d Cir. 2004), and was presented again two years later in In re Briscoe, 448 F.3d 201, 213 (3d Cir. 2006).
92. 28 U.S.C. § 1447(d); Holmstrom v. Peterson, 492 F.3d 833, 840 (7th Cir. 2007).
93. See, e.g., Caterpillar Inc. v. Lewis, 519 U.S. 61, 74 (1996); In re Briscoe, 448 F.3d 201, 213 (3d Cir. 2006) (denying mandamus review of decision denying remand because the issue could be addressed after final judgment); Bishop v. Bechtel Power Corp., 905 F.2d 1272, 1275 (9th Cir. 1990) (holding that the denial of a remand order is not a final judgment and that the court thus lacked jurisdiction to consider an appeal from a remand denial).
94. 28 U.S.C. § 1292(b).
97. See infra note 115.
of finality, efficiency, and economy become overwhelming.”

Requiring the case to be retried after years of litigation may impose unnecessary and wasteful burdens on the parties and the courts.

The Third Circuit is the only court so far to have had the opportunity to review a snap-removed case after judgment on the merits. In a 2015 case, the court of appeals granted a motion to summarily affirm the judgment in the case without addressing the snap removal issue. Recently, the Third Circuit gave its approval to the use of the snap removal device more than a decade after it had its first opportunity to address the issue. In a few other cases, defendants appealed orders remanding cases, even though § 1447(d) prohibits such appeals. Those appeals that don’t settle before the court of appeals reaches the merits are usually dismissed.

One district judge is not bound by earlier decisions of other district judges, even in the same district. So, without appellate authority mandating one result, district court judges outside of the Third Circuit are free to decide the propriety of snap removal in a way that conflicts with other judges within the same circuit, state, and district. The race to remove to federal court before service that began with

98. Caterpillar Inc., 519 U.S. at 75.
99. Id. at 76.
100. In re Diet Drugs, No.14-4608 (3d Cir. Apr. 29, 2015). The author was appellate counsel for the plaintiffs in that case.
102. See In re Diet Drugs (Phentermine/Fenfluramine/Dexfenfluramine) Products Liability Litigation, 93 F. App’x 345 (3d Cir. 2004); In re Briscoe, 448 F.3d 201, 213 (3d Cir. 2006).
104. See infra note 149; Bailey, 176 F. Supp. 3d at 870.
106. See, e.g., Mosel Vitelic Corp. v. Micron Tech., Inc., 162 F. Supp. 2d 307, 311 (D. Del. 2000) (“[W]hile the opinion of one district judge may be found to be persuasive, it is not binding on another district judge (even if that judge happens to sit in the same district).”).
Recognition Communications continues, and will likely expand now that one court of appeals gave the green light to defendants.

III. FINDING THE DATA ON SNAP REMOVAL CASES

Important questions about snap removals remain unanswered. They include: How often is the device used? What types of defendants are using the tactic? Is the practice concentrated in particular districts, or is it more widespread? In what types of cases is it used? How often are the cases remanded? How often is remand denied? How long do these cases remain in federal court? How are the cases ultimately resolved? While published decisions and articles indicate that the use of snap removal increased substantially in the last decade, no one has—until now—published a study on exactly how often the practice is used.

To study these questions, and to see whether there were other, unidentified issues relating to snap removal, I created a database of diversity cases involving at least one forum defendant that were removed to federal court between January 1, 2012, and December 31, 2014, before service on any defendant.


111. Hellman, supra note 12; Hughes, supra note 16.

112. This may be because this a partially hidden problem: Judges are not required to write opinions or give reasons when they grant motions to remand, and they are less likely to do so because those opinions cannot be appealed. See 28 U.S.C. § 1447(d); see generally David A. Hoffman, et al., Docketology, District Courts, and Doctrine, 85 WASH. U. L. Rev. 681 (2008) (study finding that district judges write fewer opinions at procedural moments when appeal is unlikely). Additionally, commercial legal databases like Westlaw frequently exclude short memorandum decisions and orders, so not all orders on motions to remand are readily available using ordinary legal search tools like Westlaw.

113. I included only those cases in which I could ascertain that there was complete diversity of the parties and the plaintiffs could have invoked the diversity jurisdiction of the federal court, if they so chose. I excluded cases in which an out-of-state defendant removed on the basis of diversity jurisdiction arguing that a nondiverse forum defendant had been improperly, or “fraudulently,” joined. The Supreme Court has long recognized that a defendant’s right of removal in diversity cases cannot be defeated by the “fraudulent joinder” of a nondiverse resident defendant having no real connection with the controversy. See Wilson v. Republic Iron & Steel Co., 257 U.S. 92, 97 (1921); Chesapeake & O.R. Co. v. Cockrell, 232 U.S. 146, 152 (1914); Pullman v. Jenkins, 305 U.S. 534, 538 (1939).

114. I excluded cases in which the removing defendant was served before removal. The text of § 1441(b)(2) and the weight of authority support the removal of diversity cases by an out-of-state defendant that has been served or has otherwise submitted to the state court’s authority despite the presence of a properly joined forum defendant. See supra Part II.A. Several articles that discuss the “snap removal” tactic include a large number of cases in which at least one defendant was served,
Using Westlaw and Google Scholar to find cases, I identified 108 cases that met the above criteria. I used the administrative records of the district courts to identify additional snap removal cases filed during the three-year period. Specifically, the staff of the Research Division of the Federal Judicial Center assisted me by searching the electronic court records of the federal district courts for cases that originated with a notice of removal from state court in which federal jurisdiction was based on diversity of citizenship. Within that group of cases, the texts of the dockets were searched for the word “remand.” The related documents were downloaded and searched for phrases relating to the timing of removal before service and the involvement of at least one forum defendant. I examined the documents in each of the cases to determine if the case actually involved snap removal. Cases in which the merits of the snap removal issue were presented to or resolved by the district court were included in the data set. Cases that did not meet these criteria were excluded.

Review of the case documents revealed that the search of the electronic records of the district courts was both under- and over-inclusive—the search identified many cases that did not involve snap removal, but some known snap removal cases were missing from the electronic court records data set. The missing cases were identified and incorporated into the database.

Almost all of the cases in the data set involved a motion to remand arguing that removal was improper under the forum defendant rule. In two cases in the Eastern District of Missouri, the court ordered remand *sua sponte* because the removal violated the forum defendant rule.

After an extensive review, the final data set comprised 221 cases over the three-year period. This is the most comprehensive collection of waived service, or appeared before removing the case. See *supra* note 74.

115. There may be cases in which the plaintiff did not file a motion to remand despite the defendant’s snap removal. Because a violation of the forum defendant rule is considered a waivable procedural defect in removal by most courts, see *Lively v. Wild Oats Markets, Inc.*, 456 F.3d 933, 940 (9th Cir. 2006), it would not be addressed absent a motion for remand in most courts. *But see* *Hurt v. Dow Chemical Co.*, 963 F.2d 1142, 1145-46 (8th Cir. 1992) (holding that a violation of § 1441(b) is a non-waivable jurisdictional defect). Even though it is likely that there are additional diversity cases that are removed before service on any defendant, it is much harder to find them unless the plaintiff has moved to remand.


117. While this is not a tremendous number of cases, it is more than double the number of cases
cases involving snap removal currently available. The data set may be incomplete because for a variety of reasons, but finding additional snap removal cases would be too time-consuming to enable a useful examination.

Using the information in the dockets and case documents, I coded the cases for nature of suit, what types of parties were involved, filing and termination dates, which defendant removed and when, whether and when a motion to remand was filed, how and when the district court ruled, how and when the cases terminated, and whether there was an appeal.

IV. WHAT THE DATA TELL US ABOUT SNAP REMOVALS

The data on snap removals from 2012 to 2014—the first three years after the JVCA was in effect—demonstrate that it is a persistent forum-manipulation technique that undermines state laws regarding service of process and adds delay to civil litigation. The device is most often used by defendant corporations that are sued by individuals in product liability cases, usually involving a pharmaceutical or medical device. These defendants prefer consolidated treatment of these cases in a federal forum. Even so, the snap removal device is used in run-of-the-mill state law cases involving vehicle crashes and insurance disputes that are ordinarily heard in state courts. Forum defendants themselves frequently employ the device, and the out-of-state defendants that use the device usually have a close legal relationship with the forum defendant.

Most courts that reached the issue rejected the snap removal device as a violation of the forum defendant rule, but almost 10% of courts did not. Even unsuccessful snap removals injected delay of several months into the litigation. In a small number of cases, this delay was several years. When judges denied or did not rule on plaintiffs’ motions to remand, the cases remained in federal courts for extended periods. Finally, despite the widespread disagreement of federal district judges on the propriety of snap removal, very few cases reached the appellate level, and no court of appeal addressed the merits of the issue.

A. What Types of Cases Were Snap Removed

The cases that were snap removed by defendants from 2012 through

---

118. See supra note 115. In addition, limitations of the source data, including unsearchable documents, would make it next to impossible to identify every snap removed case in the federal district courts.
2014 were mostly pharmaceutical product liability cases that the defendants wanted to consolidate in one federal forum.

1. Product liability cases were the most frequently snap removed.

When a defendant files a notice of removal in a federal district court, the notice is accompanied by the Civil Cover Sheet, on which the defendant must indicate the “nature of suit” by checking one box on the form, which has a numbered code for each category of cases.\(^{119}\) Table 1 provides the total number of cases that fell into each category.

The information provided by the defendants in snap removed cases from 2012 through 2014 shows that 85% of the cases removed before service on any defendant are product liability cases involving personal injuries. Eighty-three percent of the cases in the data set were personal injury cases alleging a defect in a pharmaceutical or medical device.\(^{120}\)

2. Defendants frequently sought to consolidate snap removed cases.

A significant number of snap removed cases were cases that the defendant sought to have consolidated in MDL proceedings or in the district court where the cases were removed. Table 2 provides details about the types of consolidation that were sought, and how many cases in the data set defendants sought to consolidate. Overall, defendants sought to consolidate 72% of the snap removed cases between 2012 and 2014.\(^{121}\)

---

119. The Judicial Conference of the United States approved the form in September 1974, and is required for the Clerk of the Court to initiate the civil docket sheet. The Civil Cover Sheet must be submitted for each complaint filed in federal court. See Civil Cover Sheet, available at http://www.uscourts.gov/sites/default/files/js_044_1.pdf.

120. While eighty cases were specifically coded by the removing defendants on the Civil Cover Sheet as involving claims for personal injuries caused by defective pharmaceutical products or medical devices (Nature of Suit Code 367), review of the 103 cases that the removing defendants coded 365 – “Personal Injury – Product Liability” – revealed that they all involved a pharmaceutical or medical device. Nature of Suit Code 367 for product liability suits involving pharmaceuticals and medical devices was introduced around January 2012, but not all litigants and jurisdictions started using the code at that time. Attorneys and some courts may have been using outdated versions of the Civil Cover Sheet when filing these notices of removal.

121. A large number of the related cases were removed to the Western District of Tennessee where the motions to remand were decided by the same judge. While this removal strategy might appear to skew the results of the study, it is not unlike the strategy that was pursued by the same defendants at the advent of the technique in 2006 and 2007. However, during the time period of this study, all of the cases in the Western District of Tennessee were ultimately assigned to the same judge rather than being assigned to multiple judges, as they were in the early New Jersey cases, and as they have been in other district courts.
Table 1. Nature of Suit of Cases Removed Before Service on Any Defendant, 2012-2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature of Suit Code &amp; Title</th>
<th>Number of Cases Removed</th>
<th>Percentage of Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>365 - Torts/Personal Injury – Product Liability</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>367 - Torts/Personal Injury – Health Care/Pharmaceutical Personal Injury/Product Liability</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190 - Contract - Other Contract</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360 - Torts/Personal Injury - Other Personal Injury</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>315 - Torts/Personal Injury - Airplane Product Liability</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110 - Contract - Insurance</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370 - Torts/Personal Property - Other Fraud</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>442 - Civil Rights - Employment</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220 - Real Property - Foreclosure</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350 - Torts/Personal Injury - Marine Product Liability</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160 - Contract - Stockholders’ Suits</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>196 - Contract - Franchise</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>245 - Real Property - Tort Product Liability</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>380 - Torts/Personal Property - Other Personal Property Damage</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>850 - Contract - Securities/Commodities/Exchange</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>950 - Other Statutes - Constitutionality of State Statutes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grand Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>221</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Snap Removed Cases in Which Defendants Requested Consolidation and Types of Consolidation Requested, 2012-2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Consolidation Requested or Ordered</th>
<th>Number of Cases</th>
<th>Percentage of All Cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transferred to an existing MDL proceeding</td>
<td>15(^{122})</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice filed of potential tag-along action in district where MDL is pending, assigned to MDL judge</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Became part of MDL proceeding in the district court at a later date</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request for conditional transfer to MDL proceeding, case remanded to state court prior to transfer</td>
<td>47(^{123})</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consolidated with other individual actions in the district court</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion to consolidate under Fed. R. Civ. P. 42(a), case remanded to state court</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grand Total</strong></td>
<td>159</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Who Removed, When, and Where

Based on the above information about the types of cases that are snap removed, it is not surprising that most cases are snap removed by corporate entities in cases that were filed by individuals. The tactic was used more frequently by out-of-state defendants, but forum defendants

---


\(^{123}\) A fair number of these cases were remanded while there was a motion for a stay pending transfer to the Plavix MDL pending. The Plavix MDL judge had denied motions to remand in snap removal cases previously, and thus the defendants preferred that the motions to remand be decided by the MDL judge. The district judge acknowledged the split in authority over the interpretation of the forum defendant rule in snap removal cases, but held that it was appropriate to address motions for remand before cases are transferred by the JPML. See Stefan v. Bristol-Myers Squibb Co., No. 13–1662–RGA, 2013 WL 6354588 (D. Del. Dec. 6, 2013).

Eight of the cases were related to a pending MDL, but the defendants withdrew their oppositions to the motions to remand.
used the tactic in more than 100 cases. Most cases were removed to federal court within a week of the case being filed in state court. Finally, while the data show that snap removals were heavily concentrated in certain districts, the use of the procedural tactic reached beyond the districts where we might expect cases to be snap removed, based on the preceding information in Part VI.A.

1. Forum and non-forum corporate defendants use the snap removal device in cases brought by individual plaintiffs.

As Tables 3 and 4 demonstrate, between 2012 and 2014, most cases were snap removed by corporate entities in cases that were filed by individuals.

Table 3. Types of Removing Defendants in Snap Removed Cases, 2012-2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Defendant That Removed</th>
<th>Number of Cases Removed124</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corporation</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unincorporated company or partnership</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance company</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Types of Plaintiffs in Snap Removed Cases, 2012-2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Plaintiff</th>
<th>Number of Cases Removed125</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporation</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unincorporated company</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 shows that forty-six percent of the snap removed cases between 2012 and 2014 were removed by a forum defendant.

124. The total number of types of defendants exceeds the number of cases because many cases involve multiple defendants of different types in the same case.

125. The total number of types of plaintiffs exceeds the number of cases because several cases involve multiple plaintiffs of different types in the same case.
Table 5. Citizenship of Removing Defendant in Snap Removed Cases, 2012-2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citizenship of Removing Defendant</th>
<th>Number of Cases Removed</th>
<th>Percentage of Cases Removed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A state other than the state in which case was filed</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State in which case was filed</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both in-state and out-of-state</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grand Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>221</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While out-of-state defendants were more likely to remove than forum defendants, there wasn’t a sharp distinction between the out-of-state removing defendants and the non-removing forum defendants in those cases. Rather, in seventy-two cases removed by an out-of-state defendant, the removing defendant was the parent company of the forum defendant or a subsidiary company of the forum defendant. In an additional seven cases, the removing out-of-state defendants had some other close legal relationship with the forum defendant.126

2. Defendants usually removed within a week after plaintiffs filed suit.

Out of the 221 cases, 195 of them (88%) were removed within one week after the complaint was originally filed in state court. The median number of days between the state court filing and the removal was three days. The average number of days to removal was 6 days after the case was filed in state court.

Thirty-eight cases (17%) were removed the same day they were filed.127 Forty-seven cases (21%) were removed the day after they were filed.128

126. These cases involved an out-of-state employer and an in-state employee, an in-state insured and an out-of-state insurer, an in-state partner and out-of-state firm and other out-of-state partners, and an in-state president of an out-of-state company.

127. Twenty-seven of these cases were removed to the Western District of Tennessee. Six were in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. Two were in the Western District of Kentucky. There was one case removed to each of the following districts: the District of Delaware, the Northern District of Illinois, and the Western District of Pennsylvania.

128. Thirty of these cases were removed to the Western District of Tennessee. Seven cases were removed to the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. Seven were filed in the Western District of Kentucky. There was one case removed to each of the following districts: the Eastern District of Missouri, the
Only seven cases were removed more than thirty days after the state court complaint was originally filed. The longest time to removal was ninety-eight days.\textsuperscript{129}

3. The snap removal device is used across the country, but cases are concentrated in the home states of pharmaceutical companies.

Over the three-year period, twenty-seven different district courts in twenty-two states and Puerto Rico were presented with diversity cases that were removed before service on any defendant.

Table 6. Location of Cases Removed before Service on Any Defendant, 2012-2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District</th>
<th>Number of Cases Removed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Western District of Tennessee</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District of Delaware</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern District of Pennsylvania</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western District of Kentucky</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District of New Jersey</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern District of New York</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern District of Missouri</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central District of California</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern District of California</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western District of Missouri</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western District of Pennsylvania</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern District of Alabama</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{129} Even though removing after more than three months might not be considered removing “in a snap,” removal before service on any defendant undermines state laws that permit extended time for service, or that allow the time for service to be extended.
A large number of pharmaceutical companies are incorporated or have their primary place of business in Delaware, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey, so it is not surprising to see that there were many snap removals in the District of Delaware, the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, and the District of New Jersey. Almost all of the cases in the Western District of Tennessee and the Western District of Kentucky were also cases against pharmaceutical and medical device companies that were at home in those states. However, the data show that snap removals occur in other states, as well. This demonstrates that while there are some fair generalizations about where snap removal cases occur, snap removals also happen outside of the areas of concentration.
C. What Happened After Removal

In most cases in the data set (99% of the cases), the plaintiffs filed motions to remand to state court arguing that the removals violated the forum defendant rule,\textsuperscript{130} \textit{inter alia}.\textsuperscript{131} District judges did not always rule on these motions,\textsuperscript{132} but when they did, judges took, on average, more than three months to rule on them. The overwhelming majority of district courts that addressed the issue held that removal before service on any defendant in a diversity case involving a forum defendant was improper. But most cases were not remanded. In a substantial number of cases, the court denied remand on other grounds, or didn’t rule on the motion to remand. Cases that were remanded remained in federal court for more than five months, on average. Cases that were not remanded remained in federal courts much longer than the average civil case.

Table 7. Frequency of Rulings on Motions to Remand Snap Removed Cases, 2012-2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Did Judge Rule on Motion to Remand?</th>
<th>Number of Cases</th>
<th>Percentage of Cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No, plaintiff withdrew motion</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No, case terminated before a ruling on the motion</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No, case is still pending\textsuperscript{133}</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Total</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Plaintiffs waited at least two months for a ruling on their motions to remand. When judges did not rule on the plaintiff’s motion to remand, cases remained in federal court for extended periods.

The median time for a ruling on a motion to remand was sixty-five days.\textsuperscript{134} The shortest time a plaintiff had to wait for a ruling on a motion

\textsuperscript{130}. In two cases in the Eastern District of Missouri, the court remanded \textit{sua sponte} based on a violation of the forum defendant rule. The judge ordered the cases remanded within two days of the removals.

\textsuperscript{131}. Plaintiffs sometimes raised additional arguments in favor of remand, including that there was not federal question jurisdiction, or there was not diversity jurisdiction because the defendant did not prove that amount in controversy met the jurisdictional threshold. Plaintiffs also frequently argued that the snap removal was not proper because the non-removing defendants did not consent to the removal.

\textsuperscript{132}. See Table 7.

\textsuperscript{133}. As of October 2017.

\textsuperscript{134}. The average time for a ruling on a motion to remand was 109 days. Excluding the outlier
to remand was twelve days, and the longest time the plaintiff waited for a ruling on a motion to remand was 1,700 days, or more than four-and-a-half years.

Even when the motion to remand on forum defendant grounds was not opposed, or the defendant withdrew its opposition, plaintiffs had to wait more than two months for rulings on their motions to remand on forum defendant grounds. The median time for a ruling on an unopposed motion to remand was eighty-four days. The shortest time a plaintiff had to wait for a ruling on an unopposed motion to remand was sixty-six days. The longest time a plaintiff had to wait for a judge to rule on an unopposed motion to remand was 107 days.

District court judges did not always rule on motions to remand, though. Six of these cases terminated before a district court judge ruled on the motions to remand. These plaintiffs waited between seventy-four and 1,917 days, i.e., more than five years, from the date they filed their motions to remand to the date the cases finally terminated. On average, 492 days passed between the filing of the motion to remand and the termination of cases. Half of those cases were in MDL transferee courts when they terminated.

There are three cases in which district court judges still have not ruled on motion to remand. Plaintiffs in these cases have been waiting between 932 and 1,441 days, or between two-and-a-half and almost four years, since they first moved to remand on forum defendant grounds, as of July 25, 2017. All three cases are currently pending in MDL transferee courts.

2. Judges were much more likely to grant a motion to remand based on a violation of the forum defendant rule than to deny remand based on the “plain language” of the statute. Many motions to remand were denied on other grounds.

Excluding sua sponte remands on forum defendant grounds, district courts granted motions to remand on forum defendant grounds in ninety cases, the average time a plaintiff had to wait for a ruling on a motion to remand was 102 days. In addition to excluding the cases that were remanded after twelve days and 1,700 days, this average excludes cases in which there was no ruling, as well as a group of six cases in which the judge ordered remand sua sponte for lack of subject matter jurisdiction based on the forum defendant rule after the plaintiffs withdrew their motions to remand. In four of those cases, the judge initially entered an order denying the motions to remand based on the request to withdraw the motions, and did not enter any order on the motions to remand in two cases. All six of these cases were remanded based on the forum defendant rule an average of 424 days after the motion to remand was filed, and more than a year after the plaintiffs requested to withdraw the motions.

135. On average, plaintiffs waited eighty-three days for rulings on their unopposed motions to remand based on the forum defendant rule.

136. These cases are not included in the above average of time from motion to ruling.
cases, and denied such motions based on a plain language reading of the forum defendant rule in only nineteen cases. Thus, the data show that less than 10% of snap removals are successful based on the defendants’ argument that they are permitted by the text of § 1441(b)(2).\textsuperscript{137}

Courts granted unopposed motions to remand on forum defendant grounds in an additional twelve cases.

In seventy-three cases, the district court held that removal was improper under the forum defendant rule, but denied the motion to remand on other grounds.\textsuperscript{138} Judges in four cases in two different districts denied motions to remand even though they found that the snap removals violated the forum defendant rule because the plaintiff did not move to remand within thirty days of the removal. One district court held in sixty-seven separate cases that although the forum defendant rule barred removal based on diversity jurisdiction, removal was proper under federal question jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{139} In the two remaining cases, one judge denied the motion pending settlement by the parties, and one judge denied the motion to remand because he found that there was federal officer jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{140}

3. Snap-removed cases that were remanded usually remained in federal court for more than two and a half months. Cases that were not remanded remained in federal courts for extended periods.

If a case was remanded to state court after a snap removal, either \textit{sua sponte} or on a motion to remand, it had been in the federal district court

\textsuperscript{137} Six of these nineteen cases (32% of them) became part of MDL proceedings. Two additional cases were subject to a conditional transfer order to MDL proceedings, but the parties stipulated to voluntary dismissal prior to the cases being transferred.

\textsuperscript{138} Removing defendants often state more than one basis of federal jurisdiction in their notices of removal.

\textsuperscript{139} This holding conflicts with decisions of other district courts in virtually identical cases. \textit{Compare}, e.g., Dooley v. Medtronic, Inc., 39 F. Supp. 3d 973, 988 (W.D. Tenn. 2014) (holding that snap removal based on diversity jurisdiction was improper, but that there was a substantial federal question based on a federal preemption defense) \textit{with} Miller v. Medtronic, Inc., 41 F. Supp. 3d 644, 654 (W.D. Ky. 2014) (holding that snap removal was improper under diversity jurisdiction and that there was no federal question jurisdiction based on federal preemption defense). Both the Kentucky cases and the Tennessee cases are properly within the data set because they are cases that meet all the criteria of a snap removed case, and the forum defendant issue was raised and passed on by the court. The fact that the judge in Tennessee did not remand these cases on other grounds while other courts remanded identical cases would have skewed the median and average times that non-remanded cases remained in federal courts, so they were not included in those calculations. See Part IV.C.3.

\textsuperscript{140} See 28 U.S.C. § 1442. In so holding, the court declined to address whether removal based on diversity jurisdiction was proper, “refrain[ing] from addressing the split in California federal district courts regarding proper application of the ‘joined and served’ requirement,” but noting that removal before service was not, in itself, improper. Fontalvo v. Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation, No. 3:13-cv-331-GPC-KSC, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 87149, at *23 (N.D. Cal. June 20, 2013).
for an average of 152 days. The median number of days these remanded cases were in federal district court was seventy-nine. The shortest amount of time a case was in federal court before it was remanded was one day. The longest amount of time was 1,706 days, or almost five years, before the case was remanded.

The median number of days that the nineteen cases in which district courts denied motions to remand snap removed cases based on the forum defendant rule remained in federal district court was 403 days. If the case was a part of an MDL proceeding, the median time from filing to termination in the district court more than doubled to 864 days.

In four cases where the motions to remand were denied solely because the plaintiff failed to move to remand within the thirty-day limit for filing the motion, the median number of days from filing to termination was 1,110 days.

Nine cases remained in federal court without any ruling on the plaintiffs’ motions for remand. Six out of the nine, or two-thirds of these cases, were transferred to MDL courts. The three non-MDL cases remained in federal court between 74 and 429 days, with a median number of 133 days. The MDL cases remained in federal district court much longer, on average. The shortest amount of time one of these cases was in federal district court was 107 days. The longest amount of time a case was pending in federal district court without a ruling on the plaintiff’s motion to remand was 1,917 days. Three cases remain pending in MDL proceedings, and have been in federal court between 958 and 1,470 days as of July 25, 2017.

Like all federal civil cases, the cases that were not remanded, including the nineteen cases that were not remanded based on the district court’s “plain meaning” reading of the forum defendant rule, usually settled or were voluntarily dismissed. Only one case went to trial, in which the plaintiff prevailed.

---

141. If the motion to remand was not opposed, the courts disposed of the cases more quickly, on average after 109 days. If the motion to remand was contested, the case remained in the federal district court for 157 days on average.

142. The average number of days from filing to termination was 520 days. The shortest time from filing to termination was sixty-six days in a case that was dismissed before its imminent transfer to an MDL. The longest time from filing to termination in the district court was 1,607 days. That case was a part of an MDL proceeding.

143. The plaintiff in that case voluntarily dismissed the case nine days after it was transferred to an MDL, after the transferor court did not rule on the motion to remand.
4. No court of appeals ruled on the merits of the snap removal issue. Appeals added to the length of time snap removed cases remained in federal court.

In snap removed cases where the district court denied a motion to remand based on the forum defendant rule, plaintiffs rarely requested certification of the order for interlocutory appeal. Only two plaintiffs moved for the order to be certified for interlocutory appeal under 28 U.S.C. § 1292(b), and the judge denied the motions in both cases.\(^\text{144}\)

In only one of the nineteen snap removed cases was the propriety of the snap removal appealed after final judgment.\(^\text{145}\) After briefing was complete, the motions panel entered an order summarily affirming the judgment on the merits without addressing the propriety of the removal.\(^\text{146}\) That case remained in the federal court system for a total of 1,085 days, or almost three years. The case was on appeal for 16% of that time.

Another case was appealed not from a grant or denial of a remand motion, but from a grant of a motion to voluntarily dismiss the case.\(^\text{147}\) The court of appeals in that case expressed strong disdain for the snap removal device, but did not rule on the merits of the issue because it was not before the court.\(^\text{148}\) By the time that appeal terminated, the case had been in federal courts for 1,020 days, with almost 74% of that time spent on appeal.

A few other cases involved appeals by defendants after motions to remand were granted on forum defendant grounds.\(^\text{149}\) The defendants appealed, and the Third Circuit directed the parties to address the court’s authority to hear the appeal under 28 U.S.C. § 1447(d). The cases eventually settled less than two months before the date of the hearing on the appeal. At the time the appeals terminated, these cases had been in


\(^{145}\) Valido-Shade, 875 F. Supp. 2d 474, aff’d (3rd Cir. 14-4608) (Apr. 29, 2015). The author of this Article was appellate counsel for plaintiffs.

\(^{146}\) Id.

\(^{147}\) Goodwin v. Reynolds, 757 F.3d 1216, 1222 (11th Cir. 2014).

\(^{148}\) Id.

federal court between 789 and 803 days, or an average of 795 days. More than 40% of the time these cases spent in federal court was the time on appeal.

Finally, there was one case in which the court denied the plaintiff’s motion to remand on forum defendant grounds, and the plaintiff ultimately prevailed at trial. The defendant appealed the case, but the plaintiff did not cross-appeal the propriety of the snap removal.\footnote{Giacone v. Virtual Officeware, LLC, 647 Fed. Appx. 137, 144 (W.D. Pa. 2016), aff’d (3d Cir. 15-1940).}

V. CLOSING THE SNAP REMOVAL LOOSENESS (AND COPING WITH IT UNTIL IT IS CLOSED)

As noted earlier, the persistent forum manipulation technique called snap removal is a loophole created by the combination of changes in the removal process,\footnote{Mitchell, supra note 42.} modern technology, and the “properly joined and served” language that was added to the statute in 1948, when removal of a case involving a forum defendant before service on any defendant was not in the realm of possibilities. Now, defendants can learn of suits filed against them instantaneously, and can remove cases just as quickly. Even though most courts rejected the use of the snap removal device between 2012 and 2014, the fact that any given removal might be unsuccessful does not appear to be enough to deter snap removals. Even if a defendant’s forum choice does not prevail, the resolution of the case on the merits in the proper forum is delayed for months, and sometimes much longer. Such delay usually benefits defendants.\footnote{See, e.g., Christopher R. McFadden, Removal, Remand, and Reimbursement Under 28 U.S.C. Section 1447(c), 87 MARQ. L. REV. 123, 133 (2003) (explaining how delays due to removal harms plaintiffs); Carrie E. Johnson, Rocket Dockets: Reducing Delay in Federal Civil Litigation, 85 CAL. L. REV. 225, 231 (1997) (explaining how delay in the resolution of the merits disproportionately benefits defendants).}

The courts that permitted snap removals contributed to interstate, intrastate, intracircuit, and intradistrict conflicts in authority and uncertainty that ensure the continued use of the snap removal device. Now that a court of appeals has weighed in and given the go-ahead to defendants, the number of snap removals will likely increase. Enough judges have permitted snap removals that even when other judges order remand of snap removed cases, they cannot say that the snap removal was “objectively unreasonable,” and so they decline to impose fees or costs under 28 U.S.C. § 1447(c).\footnote{Even though the removal statute permits the district court to “require payment of just costs and any actual expenses, including attorney fees, incurred as a result of the removal,” 28 U.S.C. § 1447(c), the Supreme Court in Martin v. Franklin Capital Corp., 546 U.S. 132, 141 (2005), held that “[a]bsent unusual circumstances, courts may award attorney’s fees under § 1447(c) only where the

\[https://scholarship.law.uc.edu/uclr/vol86/iss2/3\]
Although one court of appeals endorsed the practice, the lack of appellate authority in other circuits leaves district courts outside of the Third Circuit divided—an untenable situation because the statutory right to remove, and its limitations, should not vary depending on the judge hearing the motion to remand. Congress intended the removal statute to have uniform application nationwide. There are several ways Congress can close the snap removal loophole, by expanding or contracting the right of removal, or simply by expressly barring removal before service. Participants in the civil justice system must cope with the snap removal device until the loophole is closed.

A. Legislative Options

While the current statute’s text and history can be and has been read to not permit removal of diversity cases if no defendant has been served, the fact that it is arguable, and that courts continue to reach different conclusions, means that there is room for clarification by Congress.

The right to remove a case from a state court to a federal court is purely statutory. Congress can decide whether and on what terms to make the right available to any litigant in any case within the original jurisdiction of the federal courts. The right of removal has expanded and contracted throughout the nation’s history. The right to remove


156. Encompass Ins. Co. v. Stone Mansion Restaurant, Inc., 902 F.3d 147 (3d Cir. 2018) (holding that the forum defendant rule did not apply to bar removal of a diversity action by the forum defendant because service had not been made at the time of removal).
157. The need for clarification will be even greater if Congress enacts H.R. 3487, which would expand diversity jurisdiction, and would likely increase the number of snap removals.
158. Martin v. Hunter’s Lessee, 14 U.S. 304, 378 (1816); Libhart v. Santa Monica Dairy Co., 592 F.2d 1062, 1064 (9th Cir. 1979).
159. Id.
160. See Rothner v. City of Chicago, 879 F.2d 1402, 1412-14 (7th Cir. 1989) (detailing expansion
diversity cases could expand or contract to close the snap removal loophole.

1. Expand the right of removal in MDL-related cases.

After the Class Action Fairness Act ("CAFA") made it easier to remove class actions and other aggregate litigation from state court to federal court, many plaintiffs’ lawyers remodeled their cases to make them non-removable under CAFA’s class and mass action provisions.\(^{161}\) Some plaintiffs’ attorneys joined multiple (but fewer than 100) plaintiffs in one action against non-diverse defendants in state court.\(^{162}\) Other attorneys filed multiple, separate individual lawsuits in the home state of at least one defendant, and excluded class allegations. Snap removal can be seen as defendants’ response to one of the plaintiffs’ bar’s responses to CAFA. It can also be seen as a relatively new attempt to transform the federal courts into courts of general jurisdiction in product liability cases, even outside of the class action and mass action context.

Before the advent of snap removal, states used methods of consolidation of similar non-removable cases for pretrial proceedings in state courts.\(^{163}\) The snap removal device gives certain types of defendants an opportunity to take these cases out of state consolidated proceedings, and into their preferred forum\(^{164}\) for consolidation of product liability cases.\(^{165}\) As noted above in Part IV.A., consolidated treatment of these cases, at least for pre-trial purposes, in a preferred federal forum appears to be the aim of most defendants who remove and contraction of removal right from 1875 through 1949).


\(^{162}\) The Supreme Court’s recent decision in Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. v. Superior Court of California, San Francisco Cty., 137 S. Ct. 1773 (2017), will limit where these cases can be filed, if they can continue to be filed in state courts, at all.

\(^{163}\) See, e.g., CAL. CODE OF CIV. PRO. §§ 403 & 404; N.J. Court R. 4:38A.

\(^{164}\) PRACTICAL LAW, Major League Baseball “Removes” A-Rod: Why Defendants Often Prefer Federal Court, Oct. 16, 2013, at 1-2 2013 WL 4-545-2805 (listing favorable procedural rules, more favorable rules of discovery, and rules of evidence among the number of reasons defendants would want to remove a case to federal court); Neal Miller, An Empirical Study of Forum Choices in Removal Cases under Diversity & Federal Question Jurisdiction, 41 AM. U. L. REV. 369, 395-96 (1992) (similar) (presenting survey results); see also Kevin M. Clermont & Theodore Eisenberg, Do Case Outcomes Really Reveal Anything About the Legal System? Win Rates & Removal Jurisdiction, 83 CORNELL L. REV. 581 (March, 1998) (using regression analysis to show that removal takes the defendant to a favorable forum where the plaintiff is less likely to prevail).

\(^{165}\) The Supreme Court’s recent decision in Bristol-Myers Squibb Co., 137 S. Ct. 1773, will likely limit the state court fora in which plaintiffs can bring these cases, and may reduce the number of snap removals involving out-of-state defendants. But the Bristol-Myers Squibb decision will not reduce or change the snap removal device when there is personal jurisdiction over a defendant in state court, even when the defendant is sued in a state where it is “at home.”
cases based on diversity jurisdiction prior to service on any defendant. Defendants in these types of cases are usually contesting their liability related to one product in multiple federal and state courts. A small, but significant number of these defendants asked for the snap-removed cases to be transferred to an MDL.

Some might argue that consolidated treatment in federal court is the preferred, most efficient choice for these types of cases, and that snap removals that accomplish this should not be considered problematic. If that is the case, Congress should unambiguously facilitate removal in these situations, rather than leaving defendants to the mercies of individual district judges. Congress could choose to expressly expand the right of removal in diversity cases that are related to pending MDL litigation, notwithstanding the presence of a forum defendant. Congress has expanded the removal right in certain types of mass torts and “mass actions,” and it could expand the right to remove in other diversity cases, as well. Congress could then also carve out individual state law actions that happen to satisfy the requirements of diversity jurisdiction, and where state sovereignty over the enforcement of state law is strongest, by prohibiting removal before service in other diversity cases.

166. See Cox & Jalics, supra note 74.

167. Greater consolidation of cases may not result in greater efficiency. See J. Maria Glover, Mass Litigation Governance in the Post-Class Action Era: The Problems and Promise of Non-removable State Actions in Multi-District Litigation, 5 J. TORT L. 3, 22-23 & n.81 (2014) (citing multiple sources questioning the purported efficiency gains of MDLs).

168. Different proposals along these lines have been made over the years. See, e.g., William W. Schwarzer, Alan Hirsch, & Edward Sussman, Judicial Federalism: A Proposal to Amend the Multidistrict Litigation Statute to Permit Discovery Coordination of Large-Scale Litigation Pending in State and Federal Courts, 73 TEX. L. REV. 1529, 1532 (1995); Linda S. Mullenix, Mass Tort Litigation and the Dilemma of Federalization, 44 DEPAUL L. REV. 755, 760-61 (1995).

169. For example, the Multiparty, Multiforum Trial Jurisdiction Act (“MMTJA”) created a broad grant of federal jurisdiction—including a right of removal—in multistate cases arising from “a single accident, where at least 75 natural persons have died in the accident at a discrete location.” 28 U.S.C. § 1369(a). It applies in cases that involve “minimal diversity,” and a defendant can remove a case without regard to the forum defendant rule. See 28 U.S.C. § 1441(c)(1). In addition, the CAFA creates federal jurisdiction, and permits removal, even by in-state defendants, 28 U.S.C. § 1453(b), in cases filed in state court “in which monetary relief claims of 100 or more persons are proposed to be tried jointly on the ground the plaintiffs’ claims involve common questions of law or fact.” 28 U.S.C. § 1332(d)(11)(B)(i).


171. See infra Part V.A.2.
This type of statutory amendment would likely increase the number of cases consolidated in MDLs. And as the data in this small sample demonstrates, consolidating cases in MDL proceedings appears to substantially increase the length of time from filing to termination.\(^\text{172}\) The number of cases that are currently non-removable that would become removable might overwhelm the JPML and individual MDL judges, nullifying any efficiencies gained by consolidation. Consolidation and any efficiencies gained would come at the expense of the jurisdiction and judicial power of state courts, and the constitutional design of limited federal power. It would also place greater importance on the already charged issue of selection of plaintiffs’ counsel leadership in MDLs,\(^\text{173}\) and further diminish individual plaintiffs’ autonomy over their cases.\(^\text{174}\)

2. Prohibit removal before service.

Based on the data on how quickly cases were snap removed between 2012 and 2014,\(^\text{175}\) it would be reasonable to assume that in most snap removal cases the defendants removed before the plaintiff had a fair opportunity to serve the forum defendant under state law. By removing before service, defendants are flouting state laws regarding service of process for the purpose of usurping the plaintiffs’ choice of forum.

In many states, immediate service on a forum defendant is not possible. For example, in New Jersey, litigants are not permitted to serve an already-filed complaint upon a defendant until a Track Assignment Notice (“TAN”) is issued by the court clerk, who has ten days to do so.\(^\text{176}\) Pennsylvania requires that original service of process in 61 of its 66 counties be made only by the county sheriff in all but limited circumstances, and the sheriff has thirty days to effectuate service.\(^\text{177}\) Snap removals divest state courts of jurisdiction over cases before the state officer perfects service under state law.

Although other states do not require government involvement in the service process, and service may be made much sooner,\(^\text{178}\) many states...
still encourage litigants to reduce costs by waiving service. If a defendant can simply remove a case upon receipt of a request for a waiver of service, plaintiffs are discouraged from reducing costs by requesting waivers of service. When a case can be removed within a matter of hours, plaintiffs are discouraged from using other cost-effective means of service, like service by mail, where available.

Snap removal also eliminates the time that plaintiffs are given to make service of process under state law. Plaintiffs may have a hard time serving an in-state defendant due to circumstances beyond the plaintiffs’ control. In addition, plaintiffs in some states may use the time for service to discover the name of “Doe” defendants, amend their complaints, or simply locate the forum defendant. Thus, admonitions from some district judges that plaintiffs can avoid snap removal by serving the forum defendant unfairly assumes an unnecessary delay on the plaintiffs’ part.

In each of these examples, snap removal circumvents and undermines state laws regarding service of process. There are no strong policy reasons to permit this circumvention of state law. Under the Supreme Court’s decision in Murphy Brothers, and recent amendments to 28 U.S.C. § 1446, each defendant in a case has thirty days after service
on them to remove a case that could have originally been filed in federal court. So there is no need to race to remove in order to avoid waiving the right to remove. No interest is served by allowing removal to occur before service.

Indeed, until the plaintiff serves any party in interest properly joined in the action as a defendant, the plaintiff remains the sole party before the state court. Until the plaintiff perfects service, the plaintiff may do any of a number of things, including dismiss the case voluntarily, file an amended complaint, or choose to serve only certain parties. Until a defendant is served, waives service, or makes a general appearance, the state court has no authority over the defendant, and, under the Supreme Court’s decision in Murphy Brothers, the defendant has no obligation to remove the complaint. The plaintiff may never actually serve any defendant at all. The complaint may ultimately be dismissed by the court for failure to prosecute. The plaintiff carries the burden of bringing all the parties in interest before the state court. Only when a defendant is brought before the state tribunal should that defendant be able to exercise its statutory right of removal.

Regardless of whether Congress chooses to expand the right of removal in some diversity cases, it could still prevent premature, preemptive removals that frustrate plaintiffs’ choice of forum and undermine the authority of state judiciaries over their own laws and citizens by making clear that a defendant may remove only after it has been served, waived or accepted service, or otherwise made itself subject to the jurisdiction of the state court. This would require an amendment to 28 U.S.C. § 1446, which was suggested by the American Law Institute in its Federal Judicial Code Revision Project in 1999, to bring the statute in line with the Supreme Court’s decision in Murphy Brothers. ALI proposed a number of amendments to § 1441 and § 1446 that would bar removal by a defendant before it has been served “or otherwise brought within the personal jurisdiction of the State court.” This type of change would necessarily bar removals by forum defendants even if the “properly joined and served” language remains in § 1441(b).

Providing that service, or waiver thereof, triggers the right of removal would also bring the text of the statute expressly in line with

---

when each defendant was served, and that earlier served defendants can consent to a later removal by another defendant. 28 U.S.C. § 1446(b)(2).

185. Murphy Bros., 526 U.S. at 350-56.
187. Id. at 339; see also id. at 333, 339-40, 365-67, 449-54.
188. If Congress wanted to make it even clearer, it could adopt language in § 1441(b) that explicitly prohibits removal by a forum defendant, as earlier iterations of the removal statute did. See, e.g., 28 U.S.C. § 71 (1940) (permitting removal of diversity cases “by the defendant or defendants therein, being nonresidents of that state”).
the many courts that have read the current statute to contain such a trigger.\footnote{See Grizzly Mountain Aviation, Inc. v. McTurbine, Inc., 619 F. Supp. 2d 282, 286 (S.D. Tex. 2008); see also infra note 196.}

Expressly providing a trigger for removal may not, in itself, prevent defendants from removing non-removable cases from state courts, but it would make these removals much less likely. The proposed amendments would make these removals \textit{per se} unreasonable. Plaintiffs would then be entitled to fees under 28 U.S.C. § 1447(c), and sanctions under Fed. R. Civ. P. 11. Defendants might be able to automatically divest a state court of jurisdiction and inject some delay into the resolution of the case, and force plaintiffs to move to remand, but they will have to pay for the delay. It would stop the proliferation of snap removals, and keep state law cases where they belong—in state court.

3. Rewrite the limitation on removal of diversity cases and move to an “improper joinder” standard.

Another legislative option for Congress is to rewrite the forum defendant rule to move towards an “improper joinder” standard in all cases involving forum defendants. Congress could accomplish this simply by removing the “and served” language from § 1441(b)(2) and § 1446(b)(2)(A). Removal of this language would shift the focus of the forum defendant rule from service on the forum defendant to the underlying question of whether there is a real controversy between the plaintiff and the forum defendant.

In the modern age, where all defendants can become aware of suits filed against them long before they are served, the fact of service does not tell the court or the parties whether the forum defendant is a proper party to the case. By continuing to focus on service on the forum defendant to determine whether these cases are removable, the statute and the federal courts tread on the jurisdiction of state courts, and defendants can circumvent state laws regarding service of process. It creates a race to remove before service that results in cases where a forum defendant removes based on diversity only to itself move for remand once the defendant realizes that it was actually served at the time of removal,\footnote{See Mecikalski v. AbbVie Inc., No. 1:14-cv-2441 (N.D. Ill. Apr. 4, 2014); Reid Jr. v. AbbVie, Inc., No. 1:14-cv-2443 (N.D. Ill. Apr. 4, 2014); Martin v. AbbVie Inc., No. 1:14-cv-4089 (N.D. Ill. Apr. 4, 2014); Couch v. AbbVie Inc., No. 1:14-cv-4093 (N.D. Ill. Apr. 4, 2014); see also Pritchard v. Medtronic Inc., No. 5:14-cv-184 (E.D. Ky. 2014) (forum defendant was served same day as removal, and defendant did not oppose motion to remand).} and cases where the district court has to resolve the intricacies of whether service on the forum defendant was perfected under state law prior to removal in order to determine whether the case
is removable.\textsuperscript{191} It also makes removal of otherwise non-removable cases possible when a plaintiff serves by mail, when the forum defendant evades service,\textsuperscript{192} and when plaintiffs ask defendants to waive service.\textsuperscript{193} It also unintentionally creates a market for electronic docket-monitoring services that are akin to high-frequency trading that enable certain wealthy defendants to quickly remove cases.

Removing the “and served” language from the statute would still permit removal of diversity cases involving a forum defendant if that defendant is not properly joined. This would likely result in an extension of the inaptly named “fraudulent joinder” doctrine to determine whether the forum defendant is properly joined,\textsuperscript{194} which would be fair. It makes little sense to apply one standard for improper joinder when the parties are indisputably completely diverse and a different standard when the parties are not.\textsuperscript{195} Indeed, some courts already use the same standard when addressing whether removal is proper under the forum defendant rule.\textsuperscript{196} A move toward an “improper joinder” analysis to the forum defendant rule would likely provide greater uniformity in the application of the rule.

The Seventh Circuit in \textit{Morris v. Nuzzo} suggested that extending the doctrine to assess the propriety of the joinder of a diverse forum

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{194} Congress currently has a bill pending that would specifically apply a statutorily defined “fraudulent joinder” standard to motions to remand for either lack of diversity or for violation of the forum defendant rule. \textit{See} H.R.725, 115th Congress § 2 (2017). However, that bill would alter the “fraudulent joinder” doctrine itself. Simply deleting the words “and served” from § 1441(b)(2) would result in applying the same standard to all removals involving an improperly joined defendant, and would not disturb the inaptly-named, but well-developed “fraudulent joinder” doctrine as it stands.
  
  Some courts remand based on the forum defendant rule using the fraudulent joinder framework even when the non-forum defendant was served and the forum defendant was not served at the time the case was removed, contrary to the text of the statute. \textit{See} Parker v. Pinnacle Entertainment, Inc., 4:14cv791, 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 106154, at *1 (E.D. Mo. 2014); Ludwig v. Diamond Resorts Int’l Marketing, Inc., 6:14cv3111, 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 197374, at *3 (W.D. Mo. 2014)
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
defendant might “substantially increase the number of removal petitions filed in federal court,” but called the issue “a very close question.” 197 The court suggested that the “joined and served” requirement actually protects the removal right in cases where a forum defendant might be fraudulently joined. If, however, that is the purpose of the “joined and served” requirement, that only supports moving towards an analysis of whether the forum defendant is improperly joined. It is worth noting that in most snap removal cases, the defendants do not assert that the forum defendant was “fraudulently joined,” and requiring them to so allege and prove would likely decrease the number of snap removals.

B. Options for State Lawmakers & Judiciaries

While snap removal may be a loophole in federal law, there is one thing that state lawmakers and rule-makers can do to decrease the chances that their state courts will be stripped of jurisdiction over state law cases by a speedy defendant: Expand the options for service on in-state defendants.

As noted above, supra Part V.A.2., state laws often limit how service may be made on in-state defendants. In addition, some states require specific action by the clerk’s office before service can be made. Reducing or eliminating the use of systems that require plaintiffs to wait before they can attempt service on an in-state defendant will make it easier to serve an in-state defendant immediately, and reduce the chances that the case will be removed to federal court before the state court ever exercises jurisdiction in the case.

For example, after becoming aware of the increased use of the snap removal device, a New Jersey state court judge sua sponte entered an order in a mass tort proceeding she was overseeing that relaxed the New Jersey state rules regarding when service can be made on an in-state defendant. To prevent what she called “a strategic-end run around” the “long standing understanding” that an in-state defendant cannot remove a diversity case to federal court, Judge Carol Higbee relaxed the state court rules to allow plaintiffs to serve complaints without waiting for action by the state court. 198 As of August 5, 2010, New Jersey no longer requires state court action before service may be made in all Multicounty Litigation cases. 199 This appears to be a direct response to

198. Hermann & Wilson, Serviceable Notion, supra note 74; James M. Beck, Thomson v. Novartis Fallout: Judge Higbee Reacts, DRUG & DEVICE L. BLOG (Nov. 30, 2007); Curry, Plaintiff's Motion to Remand Denied, supra note 19 at 907-08.
the number of snap removals that occurred in New Jersey state courts. Even with this change, the snap removal device continued to be used to remove cases to the District of New Jersey.\footnote{200 See Table 6. Notably, none of the judges in these cases used a “plain language” reading of the forum defendant rule to deny a motion to remand.}

Other states might look at their own procedural rules that may put up roadblocks to immediate service of in-state defendants, and decide for themselves whether those requirements should be relaxed or eliminated.

C. Options for the Judicial Conference of the United States

Finally, the Judicial Conference of the United States, the policy-making body of the federal judiciary, might adopt a position or propose legislation along the lines of Part V.A.2. or Part V.A.3. to close the snap removal loophole. If the removal statute is amended, the Judicial Conference may find it necessary to direct the Advisory Committee on the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure to propose an amendment to Rule 81 to reflect the legislative changes.

D. Coping with Snap Removal in the Meantime

Unless and until Congress acts to close the snap removal loophole, all parties and participants in the civil justice system will have to deal with the use of the snap removal device. Defendants will continue to use the device for tactical advantage. Plaintiffs’ attorneys should be aware of the potential for a snap removal in any case they file in a state court where there is complete diversity of the parties, and the amount in controversy is satisfied. They may choose to craft their complaints differently, or take a different approach to service of process. They might immediately move to voluntarily dismiss snap-removed cases, in addition to moving for remand.

District court judges will continue to face these snap removals, and may decide to expedite consideration of motions to remand, or consider entering orders to show cause why a snap-removed case should not be remanded, if the law of the circuit so permits. They might even consider certifying an order denying a motion for remand based on the forum defendant rule in a snap-removed case for interlocutory appeal. Courts of appeal might consider permitting such an interlocutory appeal. Indeed, unless there is congressional action, interlocutory appeal may be the only way the snap removal issue will ever be resolved. The removal issue the Supreme Court resolved in Murphy Brothers, the so-called “courtesy copy trap,” had vexed district courts for a long time until it was ultimately resolved on interlocutory appeal of an order denying a
motion to remand.\textsuperscript{201} Expedited consideration of the appeal could ease concerns about any additional delay occasioned by the appeal.

\textbf{CONCLUSION}

The rise of the use of the snap removal device “stall[s] the administration of justice at both the state and federal levels,”\textsuperscript{202} and imposes additional costs on the parties and the federal courts. Every snap removal forces plaintiffs to quickly move to remand, and expend resources litigating procedural issues unrelated to the merits of the case—costs that they will not recover, even if their motions to remand are successful. It forces courts to use judicial resources assessing not the merits of the case, but the propriety of dilatory procedural tactics. Legislation could resolve this issue, but participants in the civil justice system have a variety of options for dealing with snap removals until Congress acts.

\textsuperscript{201} Murphy Bros., Inc. v. Michetti Pipe Stringing, Inc., 526 U.S. 344, 349 (1999).
\textsuperscript{202} Morris, 718 F.3d at 668.